STAR
STYLE

We’re calling it: 2018
is the year vegan
style went legit.

From the catwalk to the
sidewalk, animal-free
threads are stealing the
spotlight, proving once
and for all that high-tech
fabrics coupled with
innovative design aren’t
just a passing trend, but
the new standard. Bring
some swagger to your
wardrobe with a little help
from these iconic-yetaccessible looks inspired
by Hollywood’s crueltyfree elite, and follow
VegNews Fashion Editor

Aurelia d’Andrea

as she flips their fashion
playbooks.
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Style Inspo: KATE MARA
The Understated Bag
The Jeans

Organic denim
for the win!
These AGOLDE
jeans boast the
perfect denim
wash and a
sophisticated
cut that can
be dressed up
with heels or
dressed down
in flats. And this
isn’t just any old
pesticide-free
cotton, it’s GMOfree, to boot.
$168

LaBante London’s tagline is “Fashion with
respect,” and they really walk the talk.
This crossbody bag with butterfly detail
is perfect for every occasion, with just
enough space for your wallet, phone, and
stash of vegan energy bars. $280

The Leggings

Every LA girl needs
stylish activewear
for morning yoga
and weekend hikes
through Griffith
Park, and these
recycled polyester
numbers by Satva
are just the ticket.
The quick-drying
fabric holds its
shape, and the
graphic design
puts the “fun” in
“functional.” $68

Kate Mara: (c) Jaguarps | Dreamstime.com; All photos throughout courtesy of each brand or artist unless otherwise noted.

HOLLYWOOD
CASUAL

The Cute Top

You can’t help but look good wearing
this recycled neoprene top by German
brand JAN ‘N JUNE. The fabric—made
from plastic fished out of the oceans—
feels luxe, and the design is chic,
casual, and on-trend, all at once. $70

The Fancy Footwear

Organic cotton and vegan leather
in a bright pop of color elevate these
heels to next-level glam. And like every
shoe in the Swedish Love Sofie line,
these are breathable and sustainably
produced in Spain. $178

Exuding an effortless, casual-chic vibe
is a whole lot easier when your equally
famous sister owns a vegan fashion
label, but even without Rooney’s
support, Kate Mara serves some
serious subdued glamour. Whether out
walking the dog or doing the PR circuit
for her new show Pose, she always looks
comfortable and self-assured, and we
could all use some of that!

The Party
Dress

Recycled polyester
is the new silk, and
this dress from
NYC brand AMUR
(an acronym for
A Mindful Use of
Resources) proves
it. The fit-and-flair
design is ultrafeminine, chic, and
polished without
looking fussy. $448
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Style Inspo: RUBY ROSE
The Bling
The Pant

The relaxed fit and
impeccable green
cred of these upcycled
joggers (made from
scrap fabric) by
Brooklyn-based Zero
Waste Daniel couples
one-of-a-kind style with
extreme comfort. Side
pockets are an added
bonus. $145

The Trucker Cap

Even celebs have bad-hair days. When
your tresses aren’t ready for primetime
but the dog still needs her chow, slap
on this sparkly cap (designed by fellow
vegan Miley Cyrus for Converse) and
make a fashion statement on your dash
to Whole Foods. $35

The Sports Bra

Good bra rule #1: be
comfortable. #2: be ecofriendly, for the health of our
planet and our bodies. This
Shift to Nature sports bra
made from recycled plastic
bottles ticks all the boxes
and is built to last. $53

An understated piece of jewelry transforms
a look without overtaking it, like this golddipped bracelet by vegan designer Vivian
Malka of La Femme Boheme. Inspired
by the shapes found in nature, it
exudes quiet elegance and easily
transitions from day to night. $70

The Shoe

FLUID
FASHIONISTA

You loathe frou-frou but love high-end
fashion, covet comfort and crave quality.
Ruby Rose feels you, and we’re feeling
Ruby Rose. Though known best as
inmate Stella Carlin in Netflix’s Orange
Is The New Black, the Australian actress
deserves the sartorial equivalent of an
Emmy for seamlessly transitioning from
dressed-down, daytime androgyny to
ultra-femme, red-carpet chic. Lifting
looks from her style portfolio means
diversifying your wardrobe with tomboy
trousers, sporty trainers, and comfy
sweatshirts—and a no-frills ballgown or
two for those glamorous nights among
the stars.

The Sweatshirt

Even Gucci is in on the vegan
game, and when you’re Ruby
Rose, you can afford to play. This
swank sweatshirt takes polyester
to new heights, and the Italian
brand’s shift away from fur and
toward sustainable style is worth
celebrating. $1,800
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If shooting
hoops in the
rain and looking
good doing it is
your jam, these
multifunctional
apple-leather
slip-ons by
vegan luxury
brand Nemanti
Milano are
your shoe.
Water-resistant
and ultrabreathable,
they perform
for you so you
can perform in
them. $447

Style Inspo: CHLOE X HALLE
The Pant

The T-Shirt

A cute t-shirt is an
indispensible wardrobe item,
whatever your age, and this
sweatshop-free beauty from
Veganized World lets you
wear your ethics on your
sleeve and help spread the
message of compassion,
comfortably. $35

The Shorts

It looks like the denim-cutoffs trend is
here to stay, so if you’re ready to cave
into the style, go big. How big? Stella
McCartney-big. These light-blue babies
made from organically grown cotton bring
casual luxury to every outfit. $182

The Fun Dress

This cotton gabardine
dress had us at
“pockets,” but the
whimsical giraffe motif
and breezy cut put us
over the edge. Stella
Jean partners
with the Ethical
Fashion Initiative
to support
women artisans
in Haiti and
Africa with fair
wages, and
if it’s good
enough for
Rihanna, it’s
good enough
for us. $727

Linen and wood pulp-derived TENCEL
conspire to make you look incredible in
these Mara Hoffman mood-elevating
orange pants with literal and figurative
flair. We love that they can be tossed
into the washing machine for no-fuss
maintenance. $295

YOUNG +
FRESH

Is landing a multi-album recording
contract and opening for Beyoncé on
your bucket list? Singer-songwriter
sisters Chloe and Halle Bailey of
Chloe x Halle have been there and done
that, so mimic their young, spirited style
and some of that mojo might rub off on
you. For maximum appeal, opt for fun
colors, fabrics that move, and trendy
shapes. And, in this case, talent by the
bucket-full is your best accessory.

The Backpack

A chic backpack is not an oxymoron.
This cute carry-all melds function and
fashion, and morphs into a crossbody
bag with more grown-up flavor. Pixie
Mood’s vegan values make it a company
worth supporting, and quality synthetic
leather is the icing on the cake. $85

The Easy Shoe

Wait, what? Birkenstocks
are cool again? Now that
they’ve been veganized,
yes! These classics get an
update with animal-free
microfiber, and maintain
their well-deserved
reputation as the comfiest
shoe on the planet. $100
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Style Inspo: ELLIOT KNIGHT
The Weekend Bag

Danish brand
KnowledgeCotton Apparel
makes covetable basics
that are GOTS certified,
meaning every step of
the production process
has been audited for
sustainability. This ultrasoft cotton T-shirt in goeswith-anything gray should
be a staple in everybody’s
closet. $35

The Shoe-Boot

If the definition of modern footwear includes
comfortable, attractive, and versatile, then this
boot by LA-based Tastemaker Supply is it. A
cushioned insole and breathable microfiber
make all-day wear a feasible feat, and the lowprofile look works any time of the day. $285

The
Unexpected
Pant

Ramp up your look
with an alternative
to the jean with
these organic
cotton trousers in
a tropical-foliage
print by Brooklynbased Brave
GentleMan. Made
with water-based
dyes, they’re
as easy on the
environment as
they are on your
eyes. $265
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The
Sustainable
Sock

HE-CHIC

Socks can be sexy,
especially when
they’re vegancertified and
sustainably made
with organically
grown cotton.
A portion of the
proceeds from each
pair of Conscious
Step socks benefits
environmental
causes, and if that
doesn’t put a
spring in your step,
nothing will. $15

After a successful run on TV shows like
American Gothic and Life Sentence,
British actor Elliot Knight is adding
another title to his impressive resume:
vegan lifestyle ambassador. His social
media feeds are an homage to refined
he-chic, brimming with polished,
unfettered style. The looks can be yours
with a little study, but nailing the English
accent might require extra work.

The Trench

Finally, someone is
pulling plastic from
the waste stream and
transforming it into
something useful.
This light trench by
Ecoalf was reborn
from recycled fishing
nets, and boasts
rain-repelling qualities
to keep you dry and
dapper. $275

Elliot Knight: courtesy of peta2

The Luxe T

This recycled nylon Matt & Nat
weekender is Knight’s bag of choice, and
we can see why. Rugged, roomy, and
stylish, it’s more than just a carryall; unzip
and it converts to a garment bag that’ll
keep suits and dress shirts in fine form
while you travel the globe. $240

Style Inspo: KAT VON D

The Sunglasses

Whether shielding your eyes from
the sun or hiding the effects of
a sleepless night, a good pair of
sunnies is the one accessory you
can’t live without. This über-stylish
pair from Austrian brand Neubau
Eyewear boasts eco-friendly cred
and that all-important UVA and
UVB protection. $324

The Modern Mumu

A soft shift dress is a new-mom essential.
Eleven44’s bamboo jersey kaftan looks
chic and sleek, but (shh!!) has the comfort
quality of your favorite pair of pajamas.
Wear it around the house, and when
you’ve booked a babysitter, wear it out for
a night on the town. $88

HIP MOM

The Hold-Everything Bag

Just because you’re a new parent doesn’t
mean you have to sacrifice style, and
Kat Von D is Exhibit A. Her hip-mom
look melds old-school goth and 21stcentury glam, and she knows how to rock
comfort without looking frumpy. To steal
the makeup mogul’s moody style, go
heavy on the accessories and default to
black or red. Tattoos are totally optional.

There’s nothing glamorous about
diapers, but no one will know the
difference when you tote ‘em in
this roomy bag by Angela Roi.
Silver-plated hardware lends a
high-end feel, and every bag sold
means a donation is made to
animal charities. $240

The Feminine Shoe

This updated Mary Jane from French
brand Minuit sur Terre serves style and
function with just the slightest hint of ‘90s
goth. Slide a pair on, and you’ll feel like
Cinderella at the ball, even if you’re just out
walking the dog. $145

The Faux Fur

The moment it hits below 50 degrees, any
fashionista needs that extra dose of glamour
that only a fab coat can offer, and this beauty by
Australian brand Unreal Fur fits the bill. Best of
all? No animals were harmed in the making of this
plush cover-up. $319
VegNews Fashion + Beauty Editor Aurelia d’Andrea
takes her style inspiration from the past (vintage),
present (street style), and future (high-tech innovation).
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